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By Sean Casteel
The name Joshua Shapiro has become synonymous with crystal skulls and he is one of the leading
experts on what they may ultimately mean. For more
than 30 years, he has investigated the mystery surrounding these crystalline carvings, which are human-shaped skulls made out of different types of
quartz crystals and other gemstones. Many of the
early crystal skulls were initially found in the 1800s
in Mexico within or near ancient tombs. Today, however, skulls have been discovered worldwide, including in China, Mongolia, Peru, Australia and throughout Europe.
Shapiro has concentrated a great deal of his efforts on one particular crystal skull which he calls the
Blue Skull. In a new book, published by Timothy
Green Beckley of Global Communications and titled
“Journeys of the Crystal Skull Explorers, Travelogue
Number Two, Search for the Blue Skull in Peru,” Shapiro
tells a fascinating story of how some unseen force
seemed to be
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sometimes
the journey
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real point,
not the destination and
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hoped to find there.
Along the path to writing the new book, Shapiro
became a huge fan of the flying saucer contactee
George Hunt Williamson. While reading one of
Williamson’s books, “Other Tongues, Other Flesh,”
Shapiro started to cry when he read about
Williamson’s “Cosmic Wanderers,” who are cosmic
“chimney-sweeps” who go from planet to planet, lifting them into the light. Shapiro recognized himself
in “Other Tongues, Other Flesh,” even though it was
written in the 1950s and he was reading it in the 1980s.
“It was like this was an explanation about the essence of my soul,” Shapiro said.
Shapiro subsequently corresponded by letter with
Williamson, who counseled the younger man to be
patient and not to push things too fast.
Shapiro also shares the same birthday as the
hugely influential contactee George Adamski, April
17th, and thus believes he has a spiritual connection
with the elder statesman of the Space Brother interpretation of UFOs.
SEE PAGE 11
After his many journeys to South America,
Shapiro has come to feel
the people of Peru, at
least the non-urban
ones, are very down to
earth.
“If there’s a sighting
in Peru,” Shapiro said,
“they don’t think anything about it. They just
say, ‘Wow, that’s great.
I’m excited to hear that
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< Continued from Front cover
happened.’ If they didn’t see it, they feel like they missed it. A lot of people
in Peru just accept living in nature and paranormal phenomena that go
on. If UFOs show up, if a dimensional door opens and something happens, this is just a part of their ancient traditions and culture. It’s really
natural for them, versus some more modern countries.”
Shapiro has had some near misses with UFO contact himself. While
traveling by car to Chicago with a friend, around the time Shapiro was
beginning his first book, called “Journeys of an Aquarian Age Networker,”
he and his friend started to notice that the clouds in the sky were doing
strange things and were oddly shaped.
“We were thinking that we were having some contact with UFOs,”
Shapiro said. “They weren’t necessarily following us, but there was some
kind of UFO activity going on.”
On that same trip, Shapiro and his friend met contactee Daniel Fry in
the vicinity of Alamogordo, New Mexico, where the first atomic bomb
was tested in 1945. As well as being a UFO contactee, Fry had also been
a military officer.
“He told us that one night when he was on duty,” Shapiro said, “a UFO
landed and he went onboard. It flew him around and took him to different places.”
The UFO-related incidents on the trip changed Shapiro’s perspective,
he said.
“I became very aware of clouds and stars in the sky that are NOT clouds
or stars in the sky. They’re hiding extraterrestrial craft. The ‘clouds’ would
be the electromagnetic frequency of the craft ionizing the air molecules,
which creates the cloud. Then the ‘stars’ are obviously just the ship shining multicolored lights and moving around in the sky.”
Shapiro also heard a story from a friend who had worked for the government who claimed to have seen reptilian aliens change form.
“They looked like humans,” Shapiro recounted, “but there for a brief
moment he surprised them and they lost their ability to keep their form
and he saw them change into reptilians. There’s no doubt that we’re being visited, and that we have been visited for thousands of years.”
Shapiro predicts the day will come when there is open contact between humankind and the extraterrestrials.
Concludes on Page 3 >

Joshua took this photo of a mysterious UFO
while hunting for the blue crystal skull in Peru.
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“I know this is our destiny,” he declared, “and I
know that the UFOs are coming here to the Earth to
assist in this process because Planet Earth has to
evolve into a higher state along with every other
planet in this solar system. As far as some of the
negative aliens, I think they’ve already lost. There’s
nothing they can do to stop humanity from going forward into this higher state. It’s ordained by the highest sources that exist, whatever you want to call it,
possibly the Highest Creative Soul.”
And how does all this talk of UFOs relate to the
crystal skulls that are the main focus of Shapiro’s
work?
“It’s hard to imagine,” he answered, “that a primitive people could have made some of the skulls that
we’ve found. Modern carvers right now are able to
do a very good job. But they use these diamondtipped tools which didn’t exist until the 1970s or 80s.
Crystal skulls were being found of a superior form
long before that. So one of the possibilities we talk
about is that perhaps some of the very old crystal
skulls have a connection with extraterrestrials. The
question is: could ‘gods’ have been responsible for
bringing the original crystal skulls here as tools to
awaken consciousness in humanity?”
Some of the crystal skulls, according to Shapiro,
will change internally and display holographic images of spacecraft and extraterrestrials. Unfortunately, no scientists have been willing to work with
Shapiro on definitively proving the images are real.
A handful of crystal skulls made to appear not exactly human are perhaps another link to ET life.
“Every time you turn around,” Shapiro said, “and
try to figure out where the crystal skulls are coming
from, there’s always some kind of lead to UFOs that
comes up.”
Whether or not the source of the crystal skulls is
something extraterrestrial, Shapiro remains optimistic about the future.
“There is definitely a strong desire,” Shapiro
said, “by these other intelligences, whether they’re
spirits or extraterrestrials, to make a more direct
contact with us. They’ve been doing it gradually because a lot of people may be afraid of this. It’s something that’s invisible, that our physical senses can’t
detect. Something of a miraculous nature is going to
happen. And the crystal skulls seem to me to be acting like little mini-energy vortexes activating spiritual gifts, spiritual insights into people they have
contact with.”
END
More information on Joshua’s research available at:
http://www.v-j-enterprises.com/Spring2013-CrystalSkullSales.htm

Journeys of the Crystal Skull Explorers:
Search for the Blue Skull in Peru
Joshua Shapiro, with Katrina Head
DECODE A MYSTERY THAT
TIME HAS NOT FORGOTTEN! —
STRANGE CRYSTAL SKULLS
HAVE BEEN UNEARTHED
THROUGHOUT CENTRALÊAND
SOUTH AMERICA AND HAVE
BECOME PART OF OUR POP
CULTURE, HAVING BEEN
PORTRAYED IN A BLOCKBUSTER INDIANA JONES
MOVIE! NOW, JOIN THE AUTHORS AS THEY SEARCH THE
REMOTEST PARTS OF PERU
ÊFOR A HUMAN-SIZED, TWOPIECE, TRANSPARENT QUARTZ
SKULL THAT IS ÊCALLED “THE
BLUE SKULL” AND ORIGINATES FROM A MYSTERIOUS TIME WHEN ÊTHE WORLD
WAS STILL YOUNG.
Learn how the “Blue Skull” communicated with the author and called
him to come to Peru to discover its history, its amazing powers and its
reason for existence as this skull is preparing to assist humankind at
this critical point in our spiritual evolution. From 1997-2002 the Author
made three journeys to Peru at his own expense, being guided by an
inner vision, having no clue what he would find or if he would discover
the “Blue Skull.” Within this book are his daily journal notes, revealing
the secrets to the “Blue Skull” and how it forever changed his life - and
how it will change your life as well. Believe it or not, this is a true story
as the “Blue Skull” asked that this book be released NOW to prepare the
world for the skull’s emergence. *** The Blue Skull has a living consciousness of its own and is not just a stone in the shape of a human like
skull. *** There is a strong link to the Blue Skull with the ancient civilization of Lemuria. The Blue Skull revealed that before it traveled to Atlantis,
it was held in an Lemurian Temple over 100,000 years ago. *** The spirit
of a dead king or ruler, the Lord of Sipan, head of a city state of the Moche,
appears to the Author to act as his guide and protector. *** Read about
the UFO cloud that magically appears when a special mediation with the
author’s own crystal skull is done in the area where he was called to find
the “Blue Skull,” in an isolated area high up in the Andes Mountain in
Peru near the border with Ecuador.
Published To Sell For $29.95, we are offering it for a limited time for
just $20.00 + $5.00 S/H. This book is published in a large format edition,
and is profusely illustrated.
All those interested in forgotten kingdoms, unknown civilizations and
lands beyond the boundaries of “everyday reality” will find this of special interest.
Order JOURNEY OF THE CRYSTAL SKULL EXPLORERS directly
from the publisher.
TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY • BOX 753
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
WANT TO LEARN MORE?
( ) ANCIENT SECRETS OF MYSTERIOUS AMERICA—by W.R. Drake,
with added material by Joshua Shapiro and Sean Casteel. Get ready for
the return of the ancient warriors! Strange “alien” artifacts discovered
throughout the Americas prove Ancient Astronauts once winged to Earth
and shared their knowledge with early humans. Have Ultraterrestrials
directed the destinies of nations and advanced the evolutionary process? — Does the wierd misshapen head of a strange “star child” serve
as proof that hybrids exist and that interbreeding between their race
and ours was once a fact?

$20.00 + $5.00 S/H - Both books just $35.00 + $5.00 S/H
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Is Disclosure Around The Corner? Are The Ultra Terrestrials Already Amongst Us?
Are The “Aliens” Friend Or Foe?
ALL BOOKS LARGE FORMAT – DVD BONUS WITH FOUR-BOOK PURCHASE!
COMING OF THE SPACE GUARDIANS - UFO RESCUE SQUAD, MILLIONS TO BE SAVED—ARE A GROUP OF
EXTRATERRESTRIALS KNOWN AS “THE GUARDIANS” HERE TO SAVE HUMANKIND IN THE EVENT OF A
GLOBAL DISASTER? — There is no doubt that “THEY” have influenced the human race since our earliest
beginnings. Some say they have manipulated our bodies, minds, souls. There is a widespread belief that they
are our mortal enemies, while others contend they are here to assist in our SALVATION! — So says Commander X, a former military intelligence operative. Recently, the Russian news media ran a story about a large
meteorite that hurtled its way over that nation, but before it could do severe damage – and cause possible loss of life
– it was hit by a UFO, causing it to explode and shatter over the Urals.
The Siberian Times headline shouted: “WE WERE SAVED BY A UFO!”
Are The Guardians warning us that Earth is possibly on a collision
course with the mysterious sphere known as Planet X? Or perhaps a massive meteor bombardment? An asteroid strike? Or even a nuclear attack? Any of these events could spell widespread
disaster. This book gives you all the FACTS and tells you how to survive these dramatically CHANGING TIMES!
Order COMING OF THE SPACE GUARDIANS . $15.00

THE CASE FOR UFO CRASHES – FROM URBAN LEGEND TO REALITY — WHAT IS HIDDEN IN THE MYSTERIOUS “BLUE ROOM” AT WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE? DOES “HANGAR 18” CONTAIN
WRECKAGE OF A CRASHED UFO AND PRESERVED BODIES OF ALIENS FROM OUTER SPACE? — For
over 50 years the late Senator Barry Goldwater, was denied access. : “I was told in such an emphatic way
that it was none of my business — what was in this “room” —that I’ve never tried to make it my business
since.” EVERY PRESIDENT SINCE TRUMAN HAS BEEN PART OF THE “GRAND DECEPTION” – NOW IS
THE TIME TO EXPOSE THE “COSMIC WATERGATE!” Here are dozens of unpublished Crashed Saucer
stories uncovered by the author Tim Beckley during the course of his research, including . .* The night a
UFO came crashing down over an Ohio shopping mall. . . * A bizarre tale of an “alien artifact” uncovered
by a jogger and displayed in the lobby of a Florida movie theater before it was mysteriously removed and
vanished completely. . . * An unbelievable eye witness account of a UFO that fell inside New York City’s
bustling Central Park after being shot at by the military. .Order CASE FOR UFO CRASHES, $22.00. Includes bonus DVD.

THE ASTOUNDING UFO SECRETS OF JIM MOSELEY INCLUDES FULL TEXT OF UFO CRASH SECRETS AT
WRIGHT PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE — THIS IS NOT JUST ANOTHER BOOK ABOUT UFO SIGHTINGS
OR THE CRASH AT ROSWELL! — IT’S AN EXTRAORDINARY REMEMBRANCE OF THE COURT JESTER —
THE GRAND TROUBADOUR — THE NUMERO UNO TRICKSTER — OF ALL OF UFOLOGY. In addition to the
musings and gossip of those that he remained closest to in life, Jim (with the help of endeared drinking
buddy and ghost writer Gray Barker) fans out across the country to personally investigate some of the most
perplexing UFO cases of all time –Cases personally pondered over by Moseley in this book include: ** “I
Met Two Men From ‘Venus’ — And They Had No Fingerprints!” ** What Happened To The “Authentic” UFO
Film That Vanished Without A Trace? ** Kidnapped By Aliens? – A Most Strange And Unusual Case. ** The
Angels Of Oahspe. ** Adamski, Williamson And The Case For The UFO Contactees. ** Behind The Barbed
Wire Fence At Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. ** The OSI And The Lubbock Lights. ** ETs And Alien Wreckage - The Strange Story Of An Air Force Whistleblower. ** The Earth Theory And UFOs From The Antarctica.
Order SECRETS OF JIM MOSELEY -$20.00

UMMO AND THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL PAPERS — THE ALIENS ARE AMONG US! THEY WISH TO
COMMUNICATE! AND HAVE EVEN CONSTRUCTED CITIES IN REMOTE PLACES WHILE THEY ARE HERE!
The story of UMMO starts with a series of letters and phone calls to various Spanish UFO researchers in 1965
that purportedly came from an extraterrestrial race. While the most commonly reported method of ET contact
is clearly by telepathy, the aliens in this case tried a more direct, decidedly earthly method of communication. The letters contained highly detailed discourses on such weighty topics as physics and medicine that
could only have been written by experts on the cutting edge in those rarified fields that are light years beyond
what a lay hoaxer could have come up with. One of the letters also predicted that a UFO sighting would occur
on a certain day at a certain location in Spain, and the ship did indeed appear on schedule and at the appointed place. Photos of their ships and unique symbol have been taken as added verification. A similar
account has popped up in Canada and is included. This book is over 250 large size pages and contains never
before revealed info on this fascinating episode. Order UMMO AND THE ET PAPERS - $25.00

SUPER SPECIAL –ORDER ALL ITEMS THIS PAGE - $69.00 + $8 S/H AND WE WILL
INCLUDE A BONUS DVD ON AN INTRIGUING ASPECT OF THE UFO MYSTERY

Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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ALL ARE LARGE FORMAT BOOKS – FOR TRUTH SEEKERS ONLY!
MAN, BEAST, GODS OF AGHARTA: DISCOVERING THE MYSTERIOUS LOST KINGDOM
OF THE INNER EARTH AND THE HOME OF THE KING OF THE WORLD—Does a secret
subterranean paradise exist beneath the earth? Does its vast libraries house the wisdom of ALL
AGES? Why is its very existence kept a secret under penalty of death? Contributor Dr Raymond
Bernard was the first to popularize the concept of life inside our globe. This book’s primarily
author Ferdnand Ossendowski (one of the most spellbinding writers we have encountered) experienced compatible findings while trekking the frozen tundra of Russia. Speaking with monks
and lamas he was told him about a subterranean “holy land.” Millions of Buddhists worldwide
accept the reality of Agharta and its benevolent ruler, though some say that it actually exists on the
“edge of reality,” in a “parallel universe,” Hitler once sent a team of anthropologists to Tibet to
seek out the kingdom. They hoped to make a pact with the King of the World who would not meet
with the outsiders. Some of those who have ventured into this remote territory have never returned. No bodies have been found, leading to speculation that they eventually found the land that
has been lost to time. ,This may be one of the most important books you ever read on the way to spiritual enlightenment. Order: MAN, BEAST,
GODS OF AGHARTA - $20.00
OCCULT, WITCHCRAFT AND THE DEVIL’S FEAST IN OLD MOTHER RUSSIA
Those interested in the works of Madame Blavatsky, Nicholas Roerich, amd T. Lobsang Rampa will find this
greatly expanded updated work to be a most rewarding venture into a frozen land of mystery and intrigue
which has just started to thaw. The atheistic government of Russia did not want to be associated with these
throwbacks occultists, they saw as practicing primitive paganism. Sorcerers were thought of as being older
people who possessed the secret science of curing men and animals of diseases, of appeasing demons whenever they waxed into a great fury, of staunching blood, freeing insect-infested dwellings of vermin, de-haunting
houses, tracking horse thieves, invoking the souls of the dead, foretelling the future and discovering hidden
underground treasures. The Wizards, Witches, Shamans, and Hags were performing what seemed like
“miracles,” and so noted Polish-born scientist Ferdinandi Ossendowski activist and explorer, who had gained
a reputation as a believer in reincarnation and cloistered underground cities like Agharta, went on a quest
throughout Mother Russia to ascertain the truth about all matters supernatural and mysticism.
Order: OCCULT AND WITCHCRAFT IN RUSSIA - $20.00
OUR ALIEN PLANET-THIS EERIE EARTH: ENTER DOORWAYS TO OTHER DIMENSIONS:— One of
the most valuable resources on the Ultra-Terrestrial “Invasion” and on the Sky People! This work and companion audio CD reveals the stunning truth about: ** Ghost Lights & Glowing Orbs. ** Energy Fields. **
Interdimensional Life Forms.. ** Time Warps. ** Crop Circles. ** Ley Lines. ** Invisible Phantoms of Myth
and Illusion. ** Mysterious Messages From the Soul of the Planet Conveyed In Signs and Symbols and Freaky
Weather Phenomenon. OUR WORLD IS A SPOOKY PLACE — FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF! Here are documented tales of fairies, leprechauns, goblins and ghosts, to say nothing of unicorns, Mothman, flying
Thunderbirds and an assortment of out of place forest and land dwellers. Authors Sean Casteel and Tim
Beckley tell where “doorways” and “windows” exist on key junctions of a mysterious global grid system.
Learn how earth itself possesses a superior intelligence and is capable of dramatic — and often violent —
mood swings. You will learn what it is trying to say and how it goes about conveying messages to us planetary dwellers. Order OUR ALIEN PLANET (book and CD) — $20.00
TWILIGHT: HIDDEN CHAMBERS BENEATH THE EARTH—“There are,” says T. Lobsang Rampa, “certain places in the Earth where it is possible for the Initiate to travel down into the center of the Earth and
meet representatives of that inner civilization, and among quite a number of people there is a definite knowledge that people from the inner world do come out to converse with those of the surface. Then there are the
tunnels from Tibet to the inner world and tunnels from Brazil to the inner world...and one tunnel beneath the
greater Pyramids.”In addition to a belief in the Inner Earth reality, Rampa explores UFOs, Astral Projection,
the Laws of Kharma, Hypnotism and tells readers how to cope with modern day life. Rampa always considered this among his most vital works and it was his wish to share Twilight with as large an audience as
possible. Order TWILIGHT: HIDDEN CHAMBERS BENEATH EARTH - $20.00
Note: If you want to learn more we suggest Rampa “companion volume” CAVE OF THE ANCIENTS
which describes the Hall of Records and additional fascinating underworld factors, add $20 to
total order. SUPER SPECIAL – Four books and one bonus audio CD as described just $64.00 + $8
S/H. Note: Add $20 if you wish the Cave of the Ancient book as well.

Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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Secret Methods Used By
The CIA, The Military And
Leading Remote Viewers
Worldwide

FROM THE PRIVATE VIDEO COLLECTION OF TIMOTHY G BECKLEY

DVDS ON CONSPIRACIES – UFOS – TIME TRAVEL –
INTERDIMENSIONAL BEINGS – LUNAR LANDINGS, NOW –
ILLUMINITI
Not made in Hollywood. Some of these were recorded by Tim on road
trips and are exclusive to this site. Others have been “passed” to him
“under the table” so to speak. Most are an hour. Some up to 2 hours.
Quality does vary. But content is what is being offered.

$12 each for up to 3 discs.
$10 each from 4 to 7 discs
$8 each for 8 discs or more.
WE PAY SHIPPING ON THESE
Check Off Desired Titles Or List Clearly
( ) THREE FACES OF UFOLOGY with Brad Steiger, Diane Tessman, and Tim
Beckley.
They even sing Christmas Carols.
( ) MAGIC, MYSTERY AND INVISIBLE BEINGS IN SEDONA – Tim Beckley
interviews Tom Dongo. Amazing content. Invisible beings on Bradshaw Ranch. Orbs.
( ) PAGAN INVASION – SECRETS OF MIND CONTROL
( ) THE BIGGEST SECRET/SOME ONE TALKED – DAVID ICKE AT
GRANADA FORUM
( ) GERMAN WORLD WAR II NAZI UFOS
( ) THE WEIRD WORLD OF TIM BECKLEY – INTERVIEWED IN TUCSON
2011
( ) GLOBAL UFO DISCLOSURE – WITH ANTONIO HUNEEUS
( ) COL WENDELLE STEVENS – NAZI FLYING SAUCERS (VERY CONTROVERSIAL)
( ) JIM DILETTOSO – ANALYZING UFO PHOTOS/THE PHOENIX LIGHTS
( ) SECRET OF THE INCAS AND WAR ON TIME
( ) FIAT EMPIRE – WHY FEDERAL RESERVE VIOLATES CONSTITUTION
( ) TIME TRAVEL EXPERIMENT – MONTAUK PROJECT
( ) THE GREAT OIL HOAX WITH LINDSEY WILLIAMS (VERY IMPORTANT!)
( ) PETER ROBBINS FROM BENTWATERS TO ALIENS AMONGST US
( ) EMERGING VIRUSES—A GLOBAL CONSPIRACY
( ) OIL, SMOKE AND MIRRORS
( ) SODOMIC MIND CONTROL IN THE ILLUMINATI
( ) A WORLD WITHOUT CANCER
( ) OCCULT WORLD COMMERCE WITH JORDAN MAXWELL
( ) SECRET ASTRONAUT INTERVIEW – INSIDE DOPE ON UFOS, TIME
TRAVEL FROM A RESPECTED SPACE VOYAGER WE CANNOT NAME!
( ) RAVEN DE LA CROIX FROM EXOTIC DANCER/ACTRESS TO NEW
AGE GODDESS (live from Sedona, AZ Vortex)
( ) DIARY OF A UFO ABDUCTEE – TIM BECKLEY INTERVIEWS CAMILLE
JAMES HARMAN
( ) ALIENS AND THE MEN IN BLACK – COUNTRY SINGER JOHNNY
SANDS TELLS ABOUT HIS NEW YEARS EVE, LAS VEGAS ENCOUNTER
( ) SUPERNATURAL EXPLORATIONS WITH MARIA D’ANDREA AND TIM
BECKLEY
( ) SPOOKS OF THE SOUTH WITH JOSHUA P. WARREN – Brown Mt Lights,
Crashed UFO, weird military goings on.
( ) AZTEC UFO CRASH DATA AND ALIENS RECOVERED WITH PROF
ROBERT CARR
( ) SWAMP MONSTER – Follow the hounds as they track down the stinking
beast in the heart of Dixie.
( ) MAURY ISLAND UFO AND THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATION CONNECTION with Steamshovel Press’s editor Kenn Thomas
( ) INSIDE THE SKULL AND BONES – Members talk?
( ) DULCE AND UNDERGROUND BASES with Phil Schneider
( ) HUNTING FOR THE BOGIE MAN UNDERGROUND with Ted Philips and
SEARCHING FOR THE TRICKSTER with George Hansen
( ) TAKE OVER OF EARTH WITH JORDAN MAXWELL
( ) BERMUDA TRIANGLE WITH VINCENT PRICE

Parapsychologists working with trained scientists have a developed a simple technique
by which almost everyone can leave their
body behind to find valuable treasures, explore spiritual realms and heavenly dimensions, as well as tap the collective unconscious to solve all personal problems that maybe troubling you in
your life. Now it is possible to let your spirit soar. Furthermore, we
guarantee that once you learn this method for soul separation that
you can be among a growing number of individuals who have
changed their humdrum lives for the better, and have actually:
• Made millions on a new invention they recently took a patent out
on.
• Come out a big winner in the stock market, in
real estate, or gambling, even if they thought
they had no talent at such things.
• Found a prestigious high paying job and
climbed the corporate ladder, despite all
attempts to hold them back.
PLUS MOOD MANDALAS • Or overcome great pain, personal sufFOR EASIER COSMIC
fering, or healing themselves or someTRANSPORTATION!
body they love.
Order Soul Separation Training Course Just $24.00 + $5.00 S/H
Timothy Beckley • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

POWER AMULETS
❑ POWER TRIANGLE— For Personal Power
To Ensure Success.
❑ WEALTH, GOOD HEALTH
AND HAPPINESS—Used for thousands of years by ancient Chinese.
❑ SEAL OF SCHEMHAMPHORAS –Attracts Money and
Great Success in business and finance. Wear or carry – watch
the money situation improve.
$15.00 + $5.00 S/H each or All Three for
only $40.00 + $5.00 S/H
BASED ON ANCIENT
HEBREW POWER SYMBOLS

Timothy Beckley
Box 753 • New Brunswick,NJ 08903

AND THE TRUTH
SHALL SET YOU FREE!
Our books, products and services are for experimental purposes.
They are not endorsed by the AMA, FDA or any other federal or
local agency. We offer our merchandise on a non-returnable basis
to those who seek the truth about matters neglected by the “Establishment.” We appreciate your patronage and hope you will
tell all your like-minded friends about our publications.
—Timothy G. Beckley

TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
PayPal Orders to mrufo8@hotmail.com

www.conspiracyjournal.com/
www.teslasecretlab.com
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ANGELS?
DEMONS?
EXTRATERRESTRIALS?

Scientist Now Maintain
You Can Lead a Happy,
Healthy and Prosperous
Life For Well Over 200
Years

MILLIONS BELIEVE
JESUS WILL SOON
RETURN IN A
“SPACE SHIP!”

COUNT ST. GERMAIN’S
IMMORTALITY KIT

FLYING
SAUCERS
IN THE
HOLY BIBLE

HE IS SAID TO BE THE
MAN WHO NEVER DIES!
Count St. Germain is the man who is said to live forever. He
was friends with nobility in the 1700s, was said to be at the signing of the U.S. Constitution, and is active in international affairs
even today.
ATTENTION !!! Would you like to be able to apply certain
Ancient Formulas and become healthy and wealthy beyond
your wildest dreams?
William Oribello would like to share the secret of Eternal Youth
and information he says was derived personally from St. Germain.
Send $50 + $5 S/H for our complete ST GERMAIN IMMORTALITY KIT which includes 140 page textbook with direct messages from the Ascended Master, a formulary manual and approximately 4 oz of St. Germain’s “secret” formula.

For the first time
a minister, a university professor, a Biblical scholar and an
Emmy Award winning TV journalist provide evidence that
the Bible should be re-examined in light of our current
knowledge of space travel and UFO related phenomenon,
offering a number of startling conclusions:
** The Tower of Babel was a spaceport presided over
by a godless scientist.
** God once walked the Earth in physical form.
** The Star of Bethlehem in all probability was a flying
saucer ushering in His arrival.
** That the parting of the Red Sea was a miracle performed by extraterrestrials who had befriended the Israelites and “levitated” them from across the waters.
** That a giant spacecraft could possibly have landed
upon Mount Sinai and given Moses the Ten Commandments.

NOTE: DVD NOW AVAILABLE ! Add $20 if you wish a copy of
Wm Oribello’s lecture and telepathic messages on DVD from Saint
Germain received through the purple flame (see it appear right
on your screen).
TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

Two Items For Serious Students Of
The Occult & Metaphysics Presented By A Master
Teacher From The Atlantian Mystic Lodge

FLYING SAUCERS IN THE HOLY BIBLE contains the life
long work of the late Rev. Virginia Brasington who was
scorned when she originally released her findings in the
1960’s through Gray Barker’s private press.

# 1.

PERSONAL DESTINY
READING AND BLESSINGS KIT

Far from a book that “preaches,” this collection has been
carefully gathered by our own Timothy Beckley to enhance
the reader’s understanding of the role UFOs play in the Bible,
as well as current religious thought. It includes interviews
with abductees such as Whitley Streiber, Betty Andreasson
and Linda Cortile, during which they candidly discuses their
experiences from a “religious” perspective.

Supercharged blessings for
personal empowerment. Prepare
to get your MOJO into high gear.
Send birth information and two questions and
Dragonstar will prepare a special blessing kit just
for you and reveal your life's destiny. — $100.00

Own FLYING SAUCERS IN THE HOLY BIBLE
for only $15.00 + $5 S/H

# 2.

LIFE STUDY COURSE
Become a verified parapsychologist and receive a "degree" from Dragonstar after completing this exciting
course that will reveal the inner workings of magick and
universal wisdom. Course runs for a year. Diploma issued after "graduation." — $100.00
Canadian & Foreign add $20 for shipping.

WANT TO LEARN MORE? SUGGESTED READING
IS JEHOVAH AN ET? by Dorothy Leon –The origins and activities of various space beings who have posed as “Gods.” — $14.00
UFOS, PROPHECY AND THE END OF TIME by Sean Casteel
– Is this our final wake-up call? — $20.00

Timothy Beckley
Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

SPECIAL – ALL ITEMS THIS ADVT $39.95 + $5 S/H

SPECIAL: BOTH ITEMS THIS PAGE— LIFE STUDY
COURSE AND BLESSING KIT JUST $180.00

TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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DIVINE BIBLE SPELLS: LIVING A PROSPEROUS AND HAPPY
LIFE BY UNDERSTANDING THE SECRETS OF THE HOLY BOOK
There are many secrets in the Bible that you can flourish from – but first you
must know where AND HOW to look. Let this work by William Alexander Oribello
and Dragonstar operate as your personal guidebook.
YOU’VE HEARD IT SAID A THOUSAND TIMES . . . WITH GOD ALL THINGS
ARE POSSIBLE! HERE ARE LINKS TO HIDDEN MYSTICAL MEANINGS IN THE BIBLE
THAT YOU WERE NEVER TAUGHT IN CHURCH! DISCOVER WHAT ONLY A FEW
“TRUTH SEEKERS” REALIZE — THAT A SECRET CODE HAS BEEN EMBEDDED
WITHIN THE SCRIPTURES THAT COULD MAKE YOU PROSPEROUS ALMOST
OVERNIGHT. Among The Many Things You Will Learn Are: ** Magick and Metaphysics are NOT of the Devil, but were always a major part of Christianity until
such teachings were denounced during the Middle Ages. ** That the burning of
colored candles at specific times and on specific dates plays a significant role in
a program of Biblical illumination that can lead an individual to riches. ** There
is a reason why the Three Wise Men arrived in Bethlehem with a variety of types
of incense, including Frankincense and Myrrh. Burning incense while repeating
certain verses from the Bible can triple the manifestations of your desires. **
That money is NOT the root of all evil, but is our GOD GIVEN right! No one needs
to be poor. Abundance is part of the natural flow of God’s Universe. TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE! PUT THESE DIVINE BIBLE SPELLS TO WORK FOR YOU NOW!
(Some of this material was originally published in Divine Money Spells).
ORDER: DIVINE BIBLE SPELLS for just $22.00
WANT MORE INFORMATION ON THE SAME TOPIC? - Read the original BIBLE SPELLS as well as CANDLE BURNING WITH THE PSALMS by
Wm Oribello. —$22 each – all 3 of these titles - $55.00 + $6 S/H

THE MEDIUMSHIP OF SPIRIT: THE ASCENSION
OF WILLIAM ALEXANDER ORIBELLO
Authored by William Alexander Oribello, Abridged by Aurora Thyme,
Designed by Tim R. Swartz
AN IMPORTANT SPIRITUAL MESSAGE TO HIS STUDENTS, FRIENDS
AND ASSOCIATES — “Though I am in spirit, I am NOT dead! I am still
here to assist in your needs.”
“It is funny that one really never stops to consider what life is all about until
it is over,” declares the late metaphysician and occult adept from his new home
in the spiritual realm. “We should come to accept help from the Ascended Masters whose mission is to bring the Great Wisdom of God the Creator to Planet
Earth and usher us back to the Golden Age of Mankind that has eluded us for so
long.”
The CONTENTS of this masterful book include: ** LIFE THE GREAT MYSTERY ** RETURNING HOME ** TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH ** LEAVING IT ALL BEHIND ** MAKE YOUR WISHES
COME TRUE ** THE CHOICE IS UP TO YOU! ** THE SPIRIT OF ABUNDANCE ** GUIDING OTHERS ALONG
THE PATH ** SO YOU WANT TO LIVE FOREVER? ** THOUGHTS MADE REAL ** THOUGHT ENERGY AND HOW
TO USE IT ** LISTEN TO WHAT THE UNIVERSE IS TELLING YOU ** FIVE GREAT SECRETS YOU MUST KNOW!
ORDER: THE MEDIUMSHIP OF SPIRIT (Expanded Edition) for just $20.00
WANT TO LEARN MORE ON THIS TOPIC? We highly recommend ( ) THE SEALED MAGICAL BOOK OF
MOSES and ( ) SACRED MAGIC REVISED – ADD $20 EACH TO YOUR TOTAL ORDER
TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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EXPLORE ANCIENT WISDOM IN A MODERN LIGHT

BOOK AND AUDIO CD

ETERNAL LIGHT AND THE EMERALD TABLETS
OF THOTH: THE MYSTERY OF ALCHEMY AND
THE QUABALAH IN RELATION TO THE
MYSTERIES OF TIME AND SPACE
THERE IS A MATRIX OF THE UNIVERSE
LEARN HOW TO ADAPT TO IT!
Great mystics throughout the ages, as well as prophets of the Old and New
Testaments, tell us that the universe comes from some unknown source and is
winding its way towards some unknown end, and that its true nature can only
be described by means of symbols. These symbols are thoughts set forth in
pictorial forms which come from the creator of the Unknowable. It mirrors both
the light and darkness without which nothing could exist. This work strives to
explain the secret wisdom of the cosmos which includes understanding the
meaning of moral and spiritual equilibrium, which demands a balancing of all
that exists in our lives.
THE ETERNAL LIGHT The Emerald Tablet of Hermes Trismegistus: The Precepts of Hermes, engraved upon the Emerald Tablet
1. Speak not fictitious things, but that which is certain and true. 2. What is below is like that which is above, and what is above
is like that which is below, to accomplish the miracles of one thing. 3. And as all things were produced by the one word of one
Being, so all things were produced from this one thing by adaptation. 4. Its father is the sun, its mother the moon; the wind carried
it in its belly, its nurse is the earth. 5. It is the father of perfection throughout the world. 6. The power is vigorous if it be changed
into earth. 7. Separate the earth from the fire, the subtle from the gross, acting prudently and with judgment. 8. Ascend with the
greatest sagacity from the earth to heaven, and then again, descend to the earth, and unite together the powers of things superior
and things inferior. Thus will you obtain the glory of the whole world, and obscurity will fly far away from you. operation of the sun
is completed.
THIS IS MYSTICISM FOR AN EXPANDING WORLD DRAWN FROM THE PAST TO PAVE THE WAY TO THE FUTURE!

ORDER – THE EMERALD TABLETS book and bonus “awareness expansion” audio CD
narrated by Brad Steiger for just $22.00 plus $5 S/H
MANY BELIEVE THIS CRYSTAL POWER ROD TO BE A MODERN DAY WISH MACHINE
TRAINING PACKAGE INCLUDES: 1. POWER
ROD—Also known widely as THE COSMIC GENERATOR, this device is believed to have originated
in Atlantis and supposedly operates with energy
generated by the operator’s mind, amplified by
emotions, feelings, and desires. Once amplified, these “wishes” can be projected over vast distances to influence others.
2. MIND MACHINES: HOW TO UNDERSTAND THEM – HOW TO BUILD THEM –APPLYING THEIR BASIC TECHNOLOGY, is
an illustrated workbook and study guide by Patricia Griffin Ress. 3. SOLID BRASS PENDULUM – Essential for many Radiesthesia
experiments. Some refer to such devices in terms of Radionics Equipment, Ocilloclasts, Hieronymous Machines – or more
precisely as “Black Boxes,” or Power Rods. Such devices allegedly use ancient techniques wrapped with
the trappings and machinery of the modern era. Others are so seemingly simplistic you merely have to
wave the apparatus in the air to have it be effective. Commander X (who assisted in this research) says
Black Boxes using radionics can be traced back to the early 20th Century, but the techniques quite possibly
have roots as far back as Ancient Egypt. Here are descriptions for: MIND WHEELS, ELECTRONIC MIND
CONTROL MACHINES, CRYSTAL POWER RODS, INTERDIMENSIONAL MEDICINES, TIME TRAVEL AND
DIMENSIONAL TECHNOLOGY.
NOTE ON HOW TO ORDER: Your Crystal Power Rod, Machine Machines Work Book and brass
pendulum comes as a kit for just $95.00 (plus $5 S/H).
ALSO NOW AVAILABLE FOR FIRST TIME YOUR PERSONAL DIVINING ROD. . .
Some claim it is the earliest and most reliable of Radiestesia devices, which is sometimes known as a
“Forked Stick.”This will enable you to test foods, minerals, vitamins, remedies. As well as find lost
objects, buried treasures, underground water and electric lines. As well as check aura fields. DIVINING ROD is $25.00 when added to your order ($29 if ordered separately).

Order All Items From:
TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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GIANTS AND DINOSAURS ONCE
ROAMED THE EARTH

IS IT POSSIBLE TO
COMMAND AND CONTROL
THE MINDS OF OTHERS?
A “TRAINING KIT” OF UNPARALLELED DIMENSION
TO BOOST YOUR TELEPATHIC ABILITIES

ARE THEY STILL AMONGST US?

SHROUDED IN MYSTERY since ancient times, now it is possible to tap into
the 85% unused portions of the brain which
will eventually enable humankind to cross
the barriers of space and time, link up with
our “cosmic cousins,” and break down the
walls of false illusion that exists between
all religions and nations on earth.
NOW IT IS POSSIBLE to read the
minds of others and know what they are
secretly planning.
** Know if your lover is thinking of
cheating on you.
** Is your boss about to fire you – or
give you a raise?
** Could others be talking about you
behind your back?
** Is that bank manager seriously considering you for a loan?

Includes “Power Come To Me”
amulet!

OUR “How-To” Personal Empowerment Telepathy Course and Kit provides vital information to the beginner, but
also goes well beyond, all information
being presented in an organized bombardment of spiritual truth.

Is The Smithsonian
Institute Withholding
The Biggest Archaeological News Of Our
Time?
Why would they want
to suppress the FACT
that humans not only
lived during the age of
dinosaurs but that giants
inhabited the planet
right along with both beast and homo sapiens?
Massive book GIANTS IN THE EARTH and
2-hour DVD-ON THE TRAIL OF THE LIVING
DINOSAURS—$24.00 plus $5.00 S/H

Timothy Beckley • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

INFLUENCE OTHERS
CURRENTLY, it is possible not only to contact other like-minded
souls, but to influence others and ultimately expand your consciousness out beyond the barriers of time and space. We tell you how to
clear the mind of false and negative vibrations, thus leaving it open to
receive only positive thoughts. Once this has been accomplished, you
will be prepared for the many universal changes and cleansing that
are going to be happening more frequently than ever before.
QUESTIONS YOU WILL HAVE ANSWERED
** What is meant by the pull over the Oversoul?
** What is the secret of “Going On?”
** How do you discern the level of telepathic messages?
** How does emotional stress affect telepathy?
** How do you open to the “Receiving Circuits?”
** What is the function of symbols in telepathic communications?
This easy to understand how-to study course and kit will bring about
the removal of the wraps of secrecy, ritual and expensive training that
have kept these extrasensory powers out of the hands of the average
person.
This kit consists of COSMIC TELEPATHY, a workbook and study
guide to expand your inner clairvoyant powers, as well as a special
report, a special meditation CD and a BONUS replica of an ancient amulet said to have been worn by Biblical wise men and believers to facilitate the power of mental telepathy in all who bear or carry this sacred
metal.
ORDERING INFORMATION
Order personal TELEPATHY KIT for just $49.95 plus $5 S/H:
TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
or send PayPal request to mrufo8@hotmail.com
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THE WONDER BOOK OF
ALL AGES!
SPECIAL RAY PALMER
EDITION!
1250 Pages, 2 Volumes.
Illustrations.
Most Complete Edition
A New Cosmology! Delivered thru spirit intervention in 1870 in upstate NY to a practicing dentist. Details the sacred history of earth for the past 24,000 years
beginning with submersion of Pan in the Pacific.
Tells about Einstein’s theories. War in space. Who
manages the earth. The glory of gods and goddesses.
The truth about flying saucers.
A profound work deserving of serious attention.

Priced at $99.00 - Our special price $79.95.
Mailed directly from the printer
due to weight of seven pounds.
Add $8 for S/H for this item only.
Timothy Beckley • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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MARIA D’ANDREA PRESENTS

MYTHICAL, MAGICKAL
BEASTS AND BEINGS
They Are All Around Us. Whether We Can See Them Or Not!From
Our “Unordinary” Pets to Interdimensional Beings, Ancient Gods and
Goddesses, Elementals, Dragons, Mermaids— and Yes, Even Vampires!
Come explore the supernatural side of man’s best – and worst –
“friends” as related in the strangest stories involving beasties of all sorts
– seen and unseen. And uppermost learn how to get them to assist in
our lives in a positive way.
HERE IS PROOF OF A PSYCHIC – OCCULT – PARANORMAL
CONNECTION BETWEEN HUMANS AND EVERY MANNER OF
BEAST AND BEING…FOR INDEED THERE ARE AS MANY
ANIMAL PHANTOMS AS THERE ARE HUMAN SPECTERS!

Master Psychic and Spiritual Teacher, Maria D’ Andrea tells us that,
“Mythological and magical creatures have been with us in mythological stories, in religions, as well as in art forms. Dating back to the cave
drawings, we can see pictographs of beasts, aliens and amazing figures. Heroes, Gods, Goddesses, objects and customs (some form the
basis of our civilization).”
The author of Heaven Sent Money Spells and TV host states further,
“These stories can give us hope, expectancy, lessons, teachings, intrigue
and motivation. They let us know there are things out there that we can
connect to, which help make our lives easier, help us to improve our
lives and work with the elemental kingdoms, spiritual planes of existence and the unseen inter-dimensional beings that have been with us for centuries.”
In her latest work, MYTHICAL, MAGICKAL BEASTS AND BEINGS, Maria notes that some of these beings come from our deepest
imagination, our visions, from psychic “seeing.” These beings are thought forms we create with the power of our minds, and they can be
beneficial as well. We can, in essence, call upon them from within the deepness of our souls when “the time is right.”
MAGICKAL BEINGS INCLUDES:
** Mermaids Of The Deep. ** Dragons. ** Elves And Manos Of The Ancients. ** Crystal Beings. ** Undines. ** Astral Beings.
In addition, natural intuitive Penny Melios reveals the true nature of the Elemental Kingdom and the best times to approach for
communications purposes and for assistance when needed the most.
Not to be outdone, Sean Casteel says that some animals even have the gift of speech, and that according to the Bible, a talking donkey
caused a wicked man to repent, while in the 1930’s England a talking Mongoose moved in with a farm family and became a terrifying
member of the household.
Charles Fort, a British researcher and collector of “nature’s oddities,” dug up hundreds of cases in which it literally rained a multitude of species from the sky. With no explanation of course!
Elliott O’ Donnell recognizes the fact that some “animals” operate in the great unseen. There are, he reports, countless incidents in
which phantom horses have been heard and seen, and even wild animals have put in “physical” appearances even though they might not
have been there to begin with.
This work of NON FICTION will enthrall and thrill. If you enjoy the works of Ripley’s Believe It Or
Not and are able to open your minds to incredible possibilities...
Order MYTHICAL AND MAGICKAL BEASTS AND BEINGS for just $18.00 + $5 S/H

TIMOTHY BECKLEY • BOX 753 • NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

OTHER BENEFICIAL TITLES BY MARIA D’ANDREA
HEAVEN SENT MONEY SPELLS - $20.00
YOUR PERSONAL MEGA POWER SPELLS - $25.00
OCCULT GRIMOIRE AND MAGICAL FORMULARY - $25.00
SECRET MAGICKAL ELIXIRS OF LIFE - $25.00
OCCULT GALLERY AND SPELL CASTING FORMULARY - $24.00
BONUS DVD WITH ORDER
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A “DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS” BY PHYLOS REMAINS
AT THE HEART OF THE NEW AGE MOVEMENT

Now read our UPDATED NEW EDITION – Edited And Grammatically Revised For Easier Comprehension For The Modern
Reader By Sean Casteel With New Material Added By Nick Redfern,
Timothy Green Beckley And Paul Dale Roberts
The original DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS is said to be
one of the most important texts of the 19th Century. For over a hundred years it has been passed around among those seeking the
true Spiritual Path to life. Many have said it has impacted them
greatly. Actress Shirley MacLaine had little interest in the occult
when she was browsing in a Hong Kong bookstore only to have
this work literally fall into her hands. It led to many changes in her
life and a metaphysical best seller of her own, Out On A Limb.
Young author/channel Frederick S. Oliver spins a tale so
compelling and so spiritually uplifting that it is doubtful that it was written by him alone as a human being. The reader will immediately see that such a wealth of detail about Atlantis
and the spiritual reality could not be conjured from the imagination of an eighteen year old while working as a
simple fence mender for his father who raised cattle near their home along the base of the mysterious and legendary Mount Shasta in Northern California.
Oliver foreshadows much of what would come after him, like the feminist movement of the 20th Century, the
coming of UFOs with their external multicolored revolving lights and the interiors of the craft lit by some unseen
light source, details verified repeatedly by modern day alien abductees and UFO contactees. In fact, many of the
illustrations in this book of cigar-shaped craft look remarkably like the ships said to have been photographed by
George Adamski and others decades later. Oliver, while in the channeling state, held in the thrall of an Atlantian
and ancient Tibetan soul, also predicts television and cell phones in a time that predated even rudimentary radio.
Says Sean Casteel, who updated this major work into modern grammar and phraseology:
“The moral dynamics of the story will hold you spellbound, as the sins of one man’s incarnation in Atlantis are
repaid in his life as a gold miner in the American West. The story of the latter’s initiation into a deeply secret gathering of spiritual adepts and how it leads to adventures in other dimensions will open your eyes to mysteries you never
knew existed. . .This book is truly a message from the other side, and contains within it countless solutions to the
many enigmas we contemplate today, and will restore your faith in the coming of a New Age promised land.”
In addition to the “modernized text” you will join researchers Nick Redfern, Tim Beckley and Paul David Roberts as
they reveal the many mystical secrets of Mount Shasta, widely regarded as a transformational vortex. Learn of inner earth
entrances, the man who lives forever, the existence of Bigfoot on Mount Shasta, and ghost stories that will thrill you.
The book is fully illustrated and graphically designed by “Adman” William Kern. Printed in
large format, it will captivate and entice the reader and provoke much thought.

Order The Secrets Of Mount Shasta
and A Dweller On Two Planets for $22.00 + 5.00 S/H.
WANT TO LEARN MORE?
If you missed our earlier work
MYSTERIES OF MOUNT SHASTA: HOME OF THE UNDERGROUND
DWELLERS AND ANCIENTS GODS simply add $20.00 to your order.
Both books will impact you greatly!
TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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MARIA D’ ANDREA’S
SPIRITUAL LIFE SERIES
3 Disc DVD Sets
SERIES NO. ONE
Lecture #1-Power Of Planting
Spiritual Seeds
#2-You Can Live A Shamanic Life
#3-Developing The Healer Within
SERIES NO. TWO
Lecture #1-Attracting Relationships
#2-Surrender Yourself To A
Positive Life
#3-Angels And The Fall

$21.95 Per Set - Both $35.00

BUILD YOUR OWN
TIME MACHINE
Large workbook contains actual usable diagrams for time
travel machines you can construct in a reasonable amount
of time—and the parts of which
are rather accessible. Reveals also the mystery behind vortexes and sub-dimensions.
PLANS FOR TIME MACHINES JUST $24.00!
MIND STALKERS - MIND
CONTROL IN THE
21ST CENTURY.
From faked “alien” abductions, ELF waves, drugs, mental manipulation, implanted
computer chips, hypnosis,
CIA sex slaves..it all equals
behavior modification. Read
about it before its TOO
DAMNED LATE!—$18.00

NIKOLA TESLA’S
“MIRACLE”
ENERGY PLATES
Ê
3 SIZES NOW
AVAILABLE!
Though not approved by the FDA or AMA,
regular users say the plates function as Transceivers, creating a field of energy around themselves. This energy is
very beneficial to ALL living things.
LARGE PLATE- Approx 12x12. Best for using under mattress, chair
or in refrigerator to keep food fresh. Ease muscle tension, anxiety
— $75 or 3 for $200
SMALL PLATE. - Approx. 4x2. For litter box to keep fresh. Flowers
live longer. Under car seat. — $25 each. 3 for $68
LARGE DISC - Create necklace, earings for yourself. Use as animal
collar. Carry in wallet or shoe. — $17.50 each. 3 for $40.
ADD $5 SHIPPING FOR SMALL PLATE AND DISC. $8 FOR LARGE PLATES.
FREE ‘HOW TO USE TESLA PLATES” DVD WITH MARIA D’ ANDREA.

NEW! CHANNEL THE
VIBRATIONS OF MT. SHASTA
AND THE LEMURIANS!
WIRE WRAP LEMURIAN INDIGO
PENDANT PROMOTES TELEPATHY,
CLAIRVOYANCE, ASTRAL TRAVEL

Celebrate the release of our dynamic
new book Secrets of Mount Shasta
And A Dweller On Two Planets. Wear
this beautiful stone while meditating
on this “lost” civilization of spiritually advanced souls.
Each pendant is wrapped in .925 Sterling Silver and is
mounted on a 3" x 2" card as shown. On the back is
scientific and metaphysical information on the properties of the stone.—$22.00

MAGICKAL SPEARHEADS

SECRETS OF THE VATICAN

MYSTICAL POINTS OF DESTINY

65 MINUTE DVD
Newly re-released. Is the
Vatican ready for full
disclosure of extraterrestrials? Are there Satanists
operating inside Holy
Ground?

Own your personal Sacred Order of The Mystic Rose Spearhead Pendant, symbol of the ancient
Rosicrucian Society. Spearheads have always been
said to be very magickal — drawing power, influence and riches.
Hitler first saw the Spear of Destiny in 1909 and
it became his personal talisman of power for world
conquest.

What mysteries and secrets has
the Vatican been hiding for centuries? Shot deep inside the
Holy City with hidden cameras,
this documentary sets out to uncover the ancient conspiracies and riddles that the Vatican has keep closely
guarded. It is rumored that there are in the secret archives centuries-old artifacts that, if exposed, could
embarrass the standard-bearers of the faith. - $12.95

Comes with infomation on how to use.
Includes candle burning spells and history
of various spearheads.
Order MYSTICAL SPEARHEAD PENDANT KIT
$20.00 + $5.00 S/H
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TAP THE MOST IMPORTANT FORCES
IN THE UNIVERSE TO COMMAND
INSTANT POPULARITY AND WEALTH
Did you ever notice that there are some people who
seem to always come out ahead in life? You know the
ones. . .they are always at the right time and place to
get the very best of everything. They get the best jobs,
make a lot of money, are super attractive to the opposite sex, and they make it look so easy.
WHAT DO THEY KNOW THAT YOU DON’T?
They have learned the secrets of PARA-X POWERS!
The secrets to make your life work for them rather than
against them. We are talking about the powerful energies of the Universe that are available to all who are
willing to learn how to control them with some very
simple techniques. These powerful universal energies
for centuries have been called by many names: Prana,
Chi, The Force. These are the energies of Creation. We
all have the ability to harness these creative energies,
to literally build our reality around us.
The leading esoteric teachers of our era have contributed their knowledge and wisdom. Masters such as
William Oribello, William W. Atkinson, Tim R. Swartz
and Dragonstar show you the path to invoking supreme Power X Commands to see the future,
read the thoughts of others, to learn to invoke magical words and thoughts for individual Wealth,
Health, and Happiness.
TAP INTO COSMIC FORCES THAT CAN WORK MIRACLES FOR YOU
All the confusing Mumbo Jumbo has been eliminated. This large format, easy to read and
understand study guide cuts through all the meaningless metaphysical nonsense and goes directly to the heart of the teachings.

HOW TO ORDER: — Get everything you desire automatically
as soon as you order your personal copy of PARA-X POWERS.
Send $25.00 + $5.00 S/H
You will agree that this work is without a doubt worth hundreds of times more than you paid. We
accept check, money order, Visa, Master Card, Discover. Our 24/7 credit card hot line can be
reached at 732-602-3407. PayPal orders may be addressed to MRUFO8@Hotmail.com

Mail Orders To: Timothy Beckley
Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
LEARN MORE WITH THIS 3 DVD SET
DRAGONSTAR’S MENTAL MAGIC AND MIRACLE VIDEO SERIES
Learn how the universe operates on the premise of laws of attraction. Use
DragonStar’s Mental Magic DVD set to allow your subconscious to free itself of
negativity and feelings imposed by our conscious mind.
The 3 DVDS are:
Win Big! Gain Prosperity! Obtain Big Money
Now
Rituals And Spells To Attract A Lover Or Soul
Mate

DOZENS OF SECTIONS
HUNDREDS OF TOPICS
***
THE POWER WITHIN. . .
The Three Steps Towards Para-X Powers
Use Para-X Powers In Business
Para-X Powers And The Laws of Attraction
Dispelling All Doubts
PARA-CONCENTRATION. . .
Learning To Direct Your Para-X Powers
How To Center Your Thoughts
Control And Direction Your Attention
READING/PROJECTING THOUGHTS. . .
Use Powers To Find Wallets And $$$
Finding Large Objects
Projecting Telepathy At A Distance
Connecting To Others
Make Money Without Working
Use With Personal Powers
Using Your Inner Ear
Mind To Mind Contact
HOW TO SEDUCE OTHERS. . .
Explaining Para-Seduction
Establishing A Daily Routine
Influencing Your Target
Attracting A New Lover
Overcoming Resistance
HAVE OTHERS OBEY YOUR
SILENT COMMANDS. . .
Direct Your Will To Influence A Crowd
Use Para-X Powers For Self Protection
COMMANDS TO BRING MONEY
AND GOOD FORTUNE. . .
Para Chants & Para Energy Words
Use Your “Golden Square” To Pay Bills
Money Transmissions
Find Perfect Home With Para-Transmitter
HEALING WITH PARA-X. . .
Laying On Of Hands
Healing Mind, Body & Soul
Remote Healing
VIEW PAST,PRESENT, FUTURE. . .
“Build” Your Para-Viewer
Understanding Symbols
Para-View Finds Money
HEAR SECRET MESSAGES
FROM THE UNIVERSE. . .
Songs, Omens, Auguries, Dreams
ENERGIZE YOUR LIFE
WITH POWER WORDS. . . .
Keep The Power Flowing
Recognize The Most Powerful
Sounds In The Universe
Power Words To Attract Everything!

Attract Good Luck & Banish Bad Luck Today!
( ) Add $30 for DragonStar’s Mental Miracle Series
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Now Available
To Serious
StudentsWho
Wish Mastery
Over Their
Lives!
CENTURIES
OLD...
The Magical Pentacles Of King Solomon—All 44 Seals
To Contact The Holy Spirits Now! Provided On Heavy Parchment
King Solomon is said to have been one of the wisest men who ever lived! He is best known
as the builder of the Magical Temple of Solomon and the protector of the Ark of the Covenant. He is also said to be among the richest men who ever lived. What is not generally
taught by Biblical scholars is that Solomon was given supernatural powers by God because
the Lord realized that Solomon possessed great wisdom.
Many serious students of the spiritual realms prefer not to simply read about the mystic arts, but would like to practice
rituals and incantations of their own.
Now YOU can participate in a pact with the Universe that is centuries old. Not only do you receive the 44 Seals you may
utilize to contact the Goetia (a species of spirits who are reputed to have been conjured by the great King Solomon), but
this kit also contains a rare reprint of the 1517 Edition of the Grimorium Verium or TRUE GRIMOIRE, otherwise known as
the Most Approved Keys of Solomon the Hebrew Rabbi: “Wherein immediately exhibited are his most hidden secrets, both
natural and supernatural.”
Here provided is the correct path to spellcrafting, including • The True Names of the Spirits • How To Invoke Them •
How To Dismiss Them • Plus the rituals and tools to practice Solomon’s unique form of magic.
INKED on heavy parchment with their individual uses printed beneath the pentacles make these Seals of Solomon
simple to use and extra potent!
THE PENTACLES OF SOLOMON AND TRUE GRIMOIRE—$39.95 + $5 S/H

Timothy Green Beckley • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
IS SHE REALLY FROM
ANOTHER PLANET?
OMNEC ONEC SAYS
HER ACCOUNT IS ALL
TRUE!AND THAT SHE
IS AN AMBASSADOR
FROM VENUS!

THE PROPHET’S
DREAM BOOK AND WHEEL OF
DESTINY BOARD "GAME"
Best known for predicting catastrophic events,
Nostradamus also realized the importance of numbers. He
was trained as a student of the Kabala - the sacred ancient
text that relies heavily on the use of Numerology - and also
studied the Bible, apparently unlocking a secret code
which enabled him to see the future!
Now shape your own destiny and obtain untold riches
and the best that life has to offer when you follow
Nostradamus' formula. Clip and return this ad, use order
form on the back cover, with $20 plus $5 S/H for the
NOSTRADAMUS DREAM BOOK
WITH WHEEL OF DESTINY
( ) RARE NOSTRADAMUS VIDEO STARRING BASIL
RATHBONE FROM 1940's-- add $10 to your order. Well
worth it!

Here is the sensational story of Omnec Onec’s voyage
from a distant world to advance the cause of humanity on
Earth and to tell of a beautiful world that we see every
evening but normally pay it no mind.
Do Venusians really exist, despite what science tells us
about this “lifeless” planet?
Would we see their civilization if we were to land there?
What is the density of her world that makes it possible to
breath and live on Venus?
ORDERING INFORMATION
This beautifully crafted book normally sells for $39.95,
but we offer it for just $22.00. If you would like the only known
TV interview with the attractive Ambassador From Venus
simply include another $10 with your order.

Timothy Beckley • Post Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

TIMOTHY BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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Carry the THIRD PENTACLE
OF THE SUN TALISMAN.
Guaranteed to. . .

SPECIAL DVD
GET RICH QUICK SPELLS
with William Alexander Oribello

TRIPLE THE POWER OF THE
SPELLS IN ANY OF THE BOOKS
ADVERTISED IN THIS ISSUE!
Authentic replica of an ancient
talisman used by the prophets of
old grants you the ability to acquire immense riches, glory and
renown. Measuring 1” in diameter, this potent amulet
comes on a black satin cord.

$25.00

Timothy Beckley • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Use ritualistic candles, herbs and oils to
gain financial security and eliminate debt
from your life.
Since the 1960s, Rev Oribello has taught
people from all walks of life how to improve
themselves in every way through the practice of the Mystic Sciences. Here are dozens of easy to accomplish spells and rituals to
turn you into a MONEY MAGNET. Turn $1 into $100 NOW!
Not shot in a Hollywood studio, this is a very private, informal session made just for you! - $21.95
Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

USE THIS ORDER FORM OR MAKE A PHOTO COPY
STUDY GUIDE AND 70MINUTE CD INCLUDED

Individually cast in
silver with
10 faceted
stones, this
beautiful
pendant
acts to amplify your
deepest desires, broadcasting them directly to
God to bring about knowledge, awareness and wisdom. This holiest of amulets casts a deep reflection
on the eternal mysteries
and should only be used
for beneficial and positive
purposes. In the Kabbala it
represents a sort of “telephone” to the Heavens and
is said to be the most powerful amulet ever created!
Many have noticed a vast
change in their life in just
14 days upon wearing this
pendant.

Your TREE OF
LIFE KIT is just
$125.00
+ $5.00 S/H
Timothy Beckley
Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
PayPal:
MrUFO8@hotmail.com
No PayPal Account?
We will send an invoice!

PUBLISHERS NOTE: This publication is issued on a frequent but non scheduled basis.
It is supported solely by your purchases. To remain on our active list please make a purchase so we can continue in our efforts to make available publications and items found no
where else. If you are writing titles on a sheet of paper please give exact title and issue
number and page if possible.
Mailing Address: Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903. Pay Pal
orders get preference and can be sent to our regular email address: MRUFO8@hotmail.com.
We also accept Visa, MC, Discover, Checks, Money Orders and Western Union. 24/7 credit
card hot line: 732-602-3407 (speak clearly and leave all information. It’s a secure answering machine). Payment to Tim Beckley. My private cell phone is 646 331-6777 to leave a
message. Allow time for delivery. Some items are special orders. No claims can be made.
No refunds!
OVERSEAS AND FOREIGN POSTAGE HAS INCREASED
If you do not have a
PayPal Account, we will
simply send a PayPal Invoice to you and ship
your order when payment is confirmed.

WHEN POSSIBLE PLEASE

Shipping & Handling
RETURN YOUR ADDRESS LABEL
IF THIS ISSUE WAS SENT TO YOU
1 to 2 Items—US $5.00
IN AN ENVELOPE THROUGH
3 to 5 Items—US $8.00
THE MAIL!
6 Items or More—US $12.00
Some items cost more because they are heavy. Canadian & Foreign depends on weight
(anywhere from $13 up). We will confirm exact figure if you have an e mail address. Small
surcharge on credit cards overseas. Pay Pal is easiest. Sign up if you don’t have an account. Future issues may only be available on the net if we do not receive enough orders
from this mailing. So sign up for our FREE pdf version at www.ConspiracyJournal.com and
also receive our on line newsletters. In business since 1965. Thank you.
MAKE ALL PAYMENTS ONLY TO TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY

ITEMS REQUESTED (PLEASE PRINT)

___Money Order ___Check ___Other
___Credit Card Number
Expires
Name
Address
Zip
E mail
Phone (helpful if we need to contact)
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